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Intro:

I am sending this a little early because I will be out of state for the next week and 
won’t be able to do it at the normal time. Holy cow…it’s been hectek over here! Im getting 
bogged down with math homework! (Geometric Proofs! Fun.) I am also trying to figure out 
how to layout the new website and I’m trying to get some type of a system going. Let’s just 
say that until next year things are going to be going a little slower than usual! Last month I 

said that we would put the games on the site once they are ready, but still give you a 
newsletter. THIS IS NOT TRUE AS OF NOW! We are releasing the games too early 

without testing them enough and they have small but important problems we have to fix, so 
now it will just be the first of every month. This is why we did this in the first place so they 
would be totally ready and we would have about 2 weeks to test instead of 2 days! (Like I 

said earlier trying to figure out a system here so things will be switching around for the 
next month.) I hope to have everything sorted out by next year! Please note that it will not 
always be me writing the newsletter. It could be Mod Bratt or Mod (Alec) so please check 

who it is at the bottom.

Website:

1: The new beta site has had some major work done on it!
(New Beta Site)

http://www.the-cobra.webs.com

Games:

1: We released The Ghost Tomb V. 2.5.3!—Minor changes
2: We released The Ghost Tomb II V. 3.0—Re-did the game core, many minor changes, 

etc.
3: We released the Ghost Tomb III V. 2.5—Re-did the game core, many minor changes, 

etc.
4: We released The Great Maze V. 1.6—Re-did the game core, cleaned up the game, minor 

bug fixes, many minor changes

Outro:

In the next version of Black Hole (V. 0.30c) look for these new features:
1. In game scrolling text of the conversations.

2. A bar under the life that will show when your super weapon is ready to fire.



3. And the game core to be RE-DONE! (This means faster fps (frames per second), a 
smaller file size, and faster loading time with less small glitches!

Expect a new newsletter system soon!

Questions, comments, concerns contact us at:
justintimegames@yahoo.com
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